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Peaky Finders 2017 

DAY ONE  (Friday 24
th

 November 2017)  

5 head for the Peaks – Monsal Trail circuit (7.5 miles)  

So when exactly was the last time Mr AB fulfilled his Expo driving obligations?  

The question had arisen during pre-expo e-mail exchanges.  

Er,.. well it looks like we may have to go back twenty one years to 

1996 (see footnote 1) for  that one. Yes the retrospectoscope can 

confirm that it was the 1996 Coast to Coast bike ride when the 

defendant gave a lift to Mike in his old Triumph GT6 (more on 

motoring memorabilia later). 

But times had moved on since then and Mr and Mrs AB had 

recently taken delivery of a shiny new Ford S-Max in 

Moondust Silver. This Expo was an ideal opportunity to test its 

many and varied features, and also dispel the driverless guilt ridden years. Negotiations for a 

Brown exit (aka Brexit) along with the family car (Smaxit) had gone quite smoothly. Unlike an 

EU negotiator, Mrs AB had been very flexible- resulting in a soft Brexit as far as Mr AB was 

concerned. As a result the free movement of children in the domestic zone would be limited but Mr 

AB had proposed a mid-week shopping trip as a sweetener to clinch the deal. 

At the crack of dawn Mike collected Mick and Roger en route, arriving at the Brown household on 

time at 06:10 for the old-for-new S-Max exchange. It was still dark and the slumbering younger 

Browns were blissfully unaware that Dad was making good his escape in their family car. We 

remembered to pick up Steve at Brentwood and were soon heading up the M1 with only a motorway 

service station Brexit pit stop between us and the first walk of the weekend (sorry did I type Brexit 

– I meant breakfast). 

The new S-Max in car gadgets included a fully integrated console display which was soon being 

overloaded by certain members viewing their mobile phone on the car’s screen (it appears that even 

cars these days are effectively nothing more than mobile mobile phones). Mike’s mobile phone 

navigation system (which had a very confident sounding female nurse’s voice that you would not like 

to argue with) had taken control of the directions and driver Brown slavishly followed her verbal 

instructions. When it was time to home in on the day’s start of walk destination it became clear 

                                                           
1
 http://www.expo99a.co.uk/expo/1996_c2c.pdf 
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that we were somewhat off course. Somehow Mike’s navigation had other ideas and was sending us 

somewhere else!  

Engaging manual override, driver Brown 

made a swift U turn and a new plan was 

hastily concocted by the third back seat 

navigator (Steve). We would head to a 

nearby location, and Monsal Head would 

now provide the start of a short circuit 

half day walk.  

We arrived at the car park near Monsal 

Head and driver Brown strolled over to 

the ticket machine – it was out of order. Oh what a shame – how could we possibly pay the 

extortionate parking fee? Oh what good news, there was another (fully operational) ticket machine 

at the other end of the car park, so driver Brown trudged reluctantly over and was soon relieved of 

£5.50 (how much?). 

 

Car parked in car park ; having memorised the route Steve attempts to do the walk with his eyes closed 
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Incidentally, this picture of the S-Max was the first picture taken with Mike’s old camera, 

acquired by AB as part of his Brexit deal (suffice to say it did not cost more than 40 billion Euros 

or pounds). Somehow Mike’s old camera had been left on a motordrive setting so I got three 

pictures in rapid succession. 

Mike’s new camera came with some fancy looking features – the screen would not look out of place 

on an aircraft control panel as shown in this rear view by Mick. For the ignorant reader, Mike has 

helpfully clarified that the display shows “an inbuilt horizon enhancement facilitation feature”(for 

example Steve might need one of these 

after his third whisky). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

                Brexit graffiti captured on in flight camera 

 

With all boots on and all camera and other walking accessories 

in place it was time to set off to Monsal Head viaduct. 

[oops – Wot? No horizon checking on your camera AB?]  
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This is the view from the top of the hill next to the café.  

 

Monsal Head viaduct 

Steve and I along with several children (not all ours!) had been to Monsal Head in 2013. Let’s 

just take a look at a snap of the children four years ago arranged in age order (Matthew was 11). 

 
Previous family visit to Monsal Head 7

th
 April 2013 
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Monsal Trail trail 

 
Once upon a time - many years ago 

at Headstone viaduct (is that Thomas the Tank engine?) 

 Where do you think all that soot is going to end up?  

Monsal Dale railway station was opened in 1866. From Monsal Dale, the line proceeded through 

Cressbrook (431 m) and Litton (471 m) tunnels to Millers Dale on its way north. The original 

intention was merely to have a goods depot to serve the nearby Cressbrook Mill, However a 

passenger station would also serve the villages of Upperdale and Cressbrook. The railway station 

was finally closed in 1968. 

[Hmm, very interesting but to avoid the reader dozing off, please could we get back to the day’s 

walk] 
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We soon found ourselves peering into the day’s first tunnel. 

 

Signage savvy Steve surveys several startling sign statements 

If you are a regular reader of Expo accounts, you will know that Steve has attained legendary 

status for showing an excessive interest in the signs encountered on our travels. The rest of us would 

hardly acknowledge their existence, particularly when a sign warns you that (obviously) there is a 

tunnel ahead – how dangerous can that be?  

Roger’s excitement at the prospect of capturing challenging low level light photographs from within 

the tunnel could not be contained. Donald Trumpishly, he pushed his way past the other 

photographers eager to get a glimpse the first potential gloomy classic. If only he had read the 

small print – no, not the “keep left” and “Horses” part, which I found a bit confusing (was this 

a directive for horses, or should we keep left, or would we be trampled by an oncoming stampede of 

horses emerging from Headstone Tunnel?) No, the key warning unheeded by Roger was “Do not 

touch the sides”. 

Low light levels meant that those who had not the foresight to bring a steadying tripod could be 

tempted to lean against the tunnel wall for stability – the dark and sooty tunnel wall – yes the soot 

laden filthy wall that was the subject of the aforementioned warning sign – oh dear. 
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Tripods and sticks at the ready men, we’re going in (again) 

We ambled through Heastone Tunnel which (according to Wikipedia) is 487 m long, and then 

returned back through the tunnel and along the path of the disused railway towards Litton. Despite 

the blue skies we spent most of the day in the shadow of the hillside and as a result it was quite 

cold – particularly when we stopped for lunch. 

 

Tunnel vision 
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In the tunnel darkness no-one can see how dirty you may have become by leaning on the tunnel wall 

– but in the light at the end of the tunnel, Roger’s first mishap of the weekend would reveal itself 

in glorious smudgy detail. 

 

DON’T lean on the walls, Rog 
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Somehow his sooty hands had made their way into his pocket, and subsequently, no matter how 

clean his hands might become, they would soon be sooty again after putting his clean hand into the 

contaminated pocket. My immediate worrying thought was: what would become of the brand new 

pristine upholstery in the S-Max. 

 
Roger mops his brow – “Phew! – at least I didn’t get soot on my face … doh” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Too late Roger!  

You’re supposed to read the signs before going in the tunnel 
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No trouble for Mick at Litton Mill 
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The return route followed close to the River Wye, providing some opportunites for water reflections.   

 

The monster from the deep with probing tentacles 

 

There’s always some old boy ruining your composition 
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At the end of the day, when all clichés were said and done, we paused at Monsal Head to take in 

the fading view of Monsal Dale.  

 

The end of day one – tree lined sunset horizon courtesy of Mike Bryant ©  

No fault reported on Mike’s camera – the horizon is intentionally sloping    

 

In need of refreshment we made our way back to the car and found an inviting bar with a nice 

warm fire to warm our cockles. Yes, very comfortable – in fact so comfortable that noting there was 

food available it was proposed that we could stay there for an evening meal. Steve suggested that 

while we decided what to do we should have another drink – this would become a well worn catch 

phrase by the end of the weekend.The drink, the warmth, another drink and the bar menu led to the 

fairly predictable outcome. The motion was carried –Monsal Head Hotel bar would be our 

penultimate resting place for day one. 

 

 

 

Monsal Head Hotel bar 
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DAY TWO  (Saturday 25
th

 November 2017)  

Ilam Youth Hostel – Thor’s Cave (10.6 miles) 

Yes, we eventually made it to the Youth Hostel – and what a grand Youth Hostel it was. Set 

within the National Trust Ilam Park Estate, the buidings fulfilled Mike’s vision for a photograph 

of the hostel with the new S-Max in the foreground. 

 

Ilam Youth Hostel – new S-Max 

With a dusting of overnight snow the small church opposite the Youth Hostel provided some early 

morning scenic photographs (I think it was about 9:30 in the morning).  

 

Ilam Church 
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This day’s route started from Ilam Youth Hostel and we were soon on our way following the River 

Manifold for a while before heading off towards Throwley Hall. 

 

Mick finds yet another use for his trusty stick 

A quick map meeting ensured that we were on the right path.  

 

General route guidance meeting 
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DayTwo Walk: Ilam Youth Hostel – Thor’s Cave circuit 

 

Keeping on the right track 
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[Excuse me, but this is beginning to sound like a boring history lesson, Now please inject a little 

humour otherwise your reader will be distracted by something (anything) else more interesting and 

we’ll lose them.]  

 

Throwley Old Hall … 

… is Staffordshire's only surviving example of a large medieval manor house. Throwley 

was first recorded as a residence of the Meverell family in 1208, in the reign of King 

John. The Meverells held the hall until 1626 when Robert Meverell died. His daughter 

Elizabeth (the last surviving Meverell) married Thomas Baron Cromwell, the great-

great grandson of Thomas Cromwell responsible for the dissolution of the monasteries 

during King Henry VIII reign. 
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There’s always some old boy ruining your ruin composition [Ha ha ha – much better!] 
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From Throwley Hall we headed off across the fields towards our next destination, Thor’s Cave. 

 

Following fellows in the field 

The name Thor’s cave is either a corruption of the word tors meaning hills or is based on Thor, the 

Norse god of thunder [do we really care which?],  

The local limestone formed from dead marine animals between 280 and 360 million years ago. 

During this time this area was actually south of the equator and was submerged under a warm 

shallow sea.  

The caves in this area have been used by animals and humans for shelter – the bones of Giant Red 

Deer and Bears have been found in the area.[Really? That is unbelievable!] It’s true I tells ya. 

It says so on the display board outside the cave. 

Of course there are no bears there now – that would look very bad on the Expo risk assessment. 

We made the steep ascent to the cave entrance and then were faced with a slippery scramble up into 

the cave itself.  

[Hang on a minute – someone has pinched the bear from the display board] 
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Ascent to Thor’s Cave – Steve cannot resist his all too convincing Thor’s Cave bear impression – and like 

Gandalf holding his staff firmly in front of him, Mick announces that he will not enter the slippery cave of doom  
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Thor’s Cave - a splendid cavernous composition courtesy of Mike Bryant © 
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Mike emerges from Thor’s Cave unscaved 

 

 

While eating lunch I just had time to sketch this splendid view of Thor’s cave 
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Wetton tea shop provided a warm refuge – and coincidentally they seemed to have a copy of the 

landscape sketch I did on the previous page.  

We stayed a bit too long really – it was cold and wet outside – warm and dry inside. But 

daylight hours that time of year were limited so we set off for the long wet walk through Hopedale 

and Stanshope back to Ilam Youth Hostel. 

 

After a short break to freshen up we took a drive up the road to Thorpe village where we found an 

agreeable pub called the Old Dog for the evening. The barmaid’s dad seemed to have music suited 

to our Old Dog age group and we were soon indulging in nostalgic recollections of our youth. 

Mike’s magical music listening App was somehow able to identify the songs for those of us who 

could not remember the artist from the 1970s.  

And so it was time to confess our first single records purchased all those years ago. This theme 

continued with further interrogations concerning each person’s first concert and first car.   

 

First to confess under the candle light - its … 

… Steve (d’ you wanna be in my gang – oh yeah – let’s have a drink while we ponder that one) Webb  

 

So now we’ll rewind the years pop pickers and take a nostalgic and sometimes embarrassing trip 

down… 
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… The Old Dog’s Memory Lane 

Mike (the youngest Old Dog): 

1a. First [single] Record: Patsy Gallant 'From New York to L.A.' 

released in 1976 

1b. First [LP] Record: Donna Summer Greatest Hits 

2. Concert (with parents) Don Williams somewhere in Chelmsford 

3. Car - VW Golf 1.6LS 

 

Steve (I said come on come on Old Dog): 

1. “Popcorn” by Hot Butter released in 1972 [I’ve got this too!] 

2. [Oh dear] Gary Glitter (twice)  

   Although strictly speaking it wasn’t my first concert but for   

poetic licence let’s just say it was! 

3. Ford Escort Estate Mk 2 

    PVX 732R White (with a bit of iron oxide red). 

 

Andy (the Old once long haired Dog): 

1. “I am a Walrus” – Beatles released 1967  

He also admitted to buying a Des O’Connor record (for his mum he 

hastened to add). This was in Woolworths where, much to his distress, 

the young girl on the checkout shouted across the shop to her colleague 

“Do we have any Des O’Connor records”.  

2. Tina Turner - Ipswich football stadium 

3. Austin A30 803 cc 1952 Green 633EMX purchased in 1977 for 

£70 but cost him£92 to insure! 
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Mick (the Old Artistic Dog) 

1.  Record – think it was a Duane Eddy single but can’t remember the title. 

2.  Concert – believe it was Quintessence at Southend College and I did the 

poster for it as I was at the Art College at the time. 

3.  Car – a Commer Cob which was given to me by my manager at my first 

place of work, KitchenPride. I drove it home from Maldon where he 

lived and it broke down on the way, luckily right by a garage. 

 

Roger (the Oldest Old Dog) 

1. “Wild wind” by John Leyton released 1961 

2. 1964 N.M.E. Concert at the Wembley Arena hosted [as it happens] by 

Jimmy Saville. [are you sure you want to admit this?] 

3. Ford 'Y' model EHK 394 (photo is 1966- half a 

century ago – Roger was 20) 
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DAY THREE  (Sunday 26
th

 November 2017)  

Parkhouse Hill and Chrome Hill (4.4  or 5.2 mile)  

For the last day of the expo we headed off to Earl Sterndale and parked up next to St Michael 

and All Angels Church. Opposite the church was a pub called the Quiet Woman with a picture of 

headless lady. Steve has since come up with a post expo explanation: 

The pub sign on The Quiet Woman, carries the immortal adage “Soft Words 

Turneth Away Wrath”. The story goes that a former pub landlord’s wife, 

known as “Chattering Charteris” nagged so much that she even started 

ranting in her sleep [sounds familiar to me]. At last her husband could stand 

it no more and cut off her head [did they not have ear plugs in those days?]. 

The approving villagers even had a “whip round” to pay for the headstone.  

And here’s another Steve snippet …  

During the Second World War Earl Sterndale church was hit by a bomb leading the villagers to 

create a poem: 

The Sterndale Blitz 

They bombed our church them Germans did 

In nineteen forty one 

And left it there without a lid 

Exposed to wind and sun 

And when at last the war was o’er 

And Hitler was the loser 

We knelt, praying as of yore 

Thanked God they missed the boozer 

 [Very good, but please can we stop this nonsense and get back to Parkhouse and Chrome Hills] 

This walk to Parkhouse Hill and Chrome Hill provided an exciting ridge walk (two ridges really) 

with brilliant far reaching views. The hills are spectacular limestone promontories to the north of the 

River Dove and were coral reefs on the edge of a lagoon millions of years ago, in the Carboniferous 

Period. 

The hills are designated a Site of Special Scientific Interest by reason of the wide range of 

limestone flora, including the rare Jacob’s Ladder (Polemonium caeruleum). 

[You’re not just pasting in Mike’s route description are you?] 
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Parkhouse Hill and Chrome Hill from Earl Sterndale 

The snow dusted peaks of Parkhouse Hill and Chrome Hill eventually came into view. It was a 

cold day with occasional showers. Mike had come up with a handy cover for the Nikon cameras – it 

looked just like a shower cap – hang on a minute – it was a shower cap. But they provided very 

effective protection from the frequent showers – which gradually turned more wintry as we ascended 

the hills. 

 

Three stick men survey Parkhouse Hill and Chrome Hill 
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Mick heads towards Parkhouse Hill summit 

 

Parkhouse Hill from Roger’s point of view 

With increased snow cover the going was getting slightly slippery underfoot. Roger lost his footing 

on a couple of occasions – the first one was not captured on camera, but he obliged for the second 

slip of the day. 
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Hill walker Rog - upright 

 

Forlorn fell walker Rog – fallen – another day’s strain another day’s stain 
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Minimal shelter for lunchtime stop 
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But it turns out that Roger was not the only faller of the day. Let’s go over for an interview with 

Mike who’s slip almost went unnoticed to all except Roger who wondered why Mike suddenly 

disappeared from view for a moment. I must warn you that the following report contains graphic 

imagery from the start which some may find disturbing. So, look away now or buckets at the 

ready, here goes;  Man down – Mike’s fall – his own account: 

Having covered lots of dicey, slippery ground on the 

ascents and descents of Parkhouse and Chrome hill 

I was perhaps brimming with over confidence in 

my new Gore-tex Scarpa boots on their first 

proper outing into the hills.  The ground didn't seem too bad at 

this point with snow covered tufts of grass sloping up to my left, 

but a momentary lapse of concentration and I was down like a 

sack of spuds, my well secured camera thumping me on the 

side of my face in the process, luckily neither of those items 

sustained any lasting damage.  However the right leg hurt like 

hell but after a few hobbled limps it was bearable and I carried on 

without fuss expecting nothing more than a bruised shin. 

After arriving home and having a first proper look it was starting to go a bit black & blue and the 

ankle and shin were both swelling up warranting the need to wear loose trainers at work for the 

following week and limping like a pirate, oooh...arghh! 

After a week of agony and no real signs of improvement coupled with nightmares of titanium pins 

and re-setting broken bones I decided a visit to the GP was in order who then sent me to A&E. 

The triage nurse said I was a bit late for them if I had a broken bone but sent me for an X-Ray 

anyway. 

Three hours later and the consultant confirmed no broken bones, just a bad sprain although he was 

concerned about an infection that had set in and causing a red painful swelling on the shin which if 

it got any worse I was to return immediately. 

[I say - three cheers for the NHS: replacement hip hip hooray…] 

Footnote:2 [ha ha - well done – just what the doctor ordered!] 

                                                           
2 The latest at the time of typing, is that the foot is gradually recovering and should make it along 

to the Christmas gathering. 
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Mikes route description warned of possible path restrictions: 

The route is not likely to be picked up by casual scanning of an OS map as no rights of way are marked over the 

summits. However, they are within Access Land and there are concessionary paths. In places, the precise route 

may not be defined by worn turf but it is not difficult to work out the access to the clearer worn areas. 

After a non-casual scanning of the map and a look at the signpost a return route was eventually 

decided using the concessionary paths and we soon joined a road that led back to the car. As we 

strolled along Steve identified another route up and over a small hill – but Roger and Mick 

decided to stick to the road – they were not in the mood for any more slipping and sliding that 

day. At this point the two splinter groups diverged and when we reached the top of the hill we could 

make out two distant walkers trudging along the road.  

We arrived back at the car just as it began to rain (again) and ten minutes later Roger and Mick 

turned up. In a senior moment Roger had left his main gloves back at the Youth Hostel drying 

room, but fortunately the Youth Hostel was on the way back – so while Roger retrieved his gloves 

we took advantage of the National Trust tea room.  

The end of the walk was punctuated by a nice rainbow captured here courtesy of Roger. 

 

Somewhere under the rainbow – is Ilam National Trust tea shop 
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Expo Diaries: Behind the scenes 

(To be read in the voice of David Attenborough) 

You may think that taking Expo photographs is easy. Well in a way it is – a simple click usually 

does the job. But on some occasions getting the desired result can be a challenge. This can be 

particularly so when faced with a common agreeable vista. You may think you have a privileged 

uninterrupted view of the target scene, but in these instances with the potential rewards of future 

acclamations and mutual praise, it can and often does present an atmosphere of photographic 

rivalry. So it’s here within the rolling peaks and tantalizing landscapes that we find the primeval 

pull of the elusive classic, and where we can quietly observe the strange behaviour of these the most 

curious of primitive beings. The subtle hints of individual frustration can be seen through 

uncontrollable facial expressions – a roll of the eyes or an abrupt clicking of the tongue can signal 

the photographer’s displeasure if he feels that his quarry is under threat. Yet other inconsiderate 

souls, strolling through their line of sight seem oblivious to the warning signs. At last there is no 

alternative but to resort to direct audible exclamations …  

 

…“Get out of the way!” 

 

The End  


